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Abstract
We consider the determination of the surface heat #ux of a body from a measured temperature history at
a -xed location inside the body. Mathematically, it is formulated as a problem for the one-dimensional heat
equation in a quarter plane with data given along the line x = 1, and the gradient of the solution is wanted
for 0¡x¡ 1. This problem is severely ill-posed and there are few theoretic results. The results available
in the literatures are mainly devoted to the case of determining surface temperature. The aim of this paper
is to indicate a possibility of a new approach for solving this problem based on an application of wavelet
basis decomposition of measured data. The error estimate with H4older type is given and the convergence of
regularization approximation solution at zero is also obtained which is a di6cult problem left over by some
authors.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In many industrial applications one wants to determine the temperature or heat #ux on the surface
of a body, where the surface itself is inaccessible for measurements [1]. In such cases one is restricted
to internal measurements, and from these one wants to compute the surface temperature or heat
#ux.
In one-dimensional case, assuming that the body is large, this situation can be modeled as following
problem for the heat equation in quarter plane: Determine the temperature u(x; t) or heat #ux ux(x; t)
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for 0¡x¡ 1 from temperature measurement g(·) := u(1; ·), such that it satis-es
uxx = ut; x¿ 0; t¿ 0;
u(x; 0) = 0; x¿ 0;
u(1; t) = g(t); t¿ 0; u|x→∞ bounded:
(1.1)
These two problems are all severely ill-posed [1], the solution (if it exists) does not depend contin-
uously on the data. The problem of determining surface temperature has been investigated by many
authors [2,4,7–9], but the works involving the determination of surface heat #ux are few, especially
strict error estimate seems only to be considered in [2] by using Tikhonov regularization method.
Recently, the multiscale analysis and wavelet decomposition have been a subject of intense devel-
opment and seems to be useful in treating some ill-posed problems [4,7,8]. The wavelet technique
or wavelet regularization method for solving problem (1.1), i.e. determining temperature distribution
on interval [0; 1], has been used earliest in [7]. Unfortunately, there exist defects in the proof of
main conclusion in [7] (see [5]). The aim of this paper is to present a new wavelet regularization
method for determining the surface heat #ux and give out some error estimates with H4older type.
The conclusion about heat #ux in [2] is a special case of our results. The convergence of regularized
solution at zero is also given, which is a very di6cult problem left over by paper [2].
Let S(R) be the Schwartz space, and S′(R) be its dual. For a function ’∈S(R) its Fourier
transform ’ˆ is de-ned by
’ˆ(	) =
1√
2

∫ ∞
−∞
’(t) e−it	 dt;
while the Fourier transform of a tempered distribution g∈S′(R) is de-ned by
(gˆ; ’) = (g; ’ˆ) ∀’∈S(R):
For s∈R the Sobolev space Hs(R) consists of all tempered distributions g∈S′(R) for which
gˆ(	)(1 + |	|2)s=2 is a function in L2(R). The norm on this space is given by
‖g‖Hs :=
(∫ ∞
−∞
|gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)s d	
)1=2
;
it is easy to see that H 0(R) = L2(R), and L2(R) ⊂ Hr(R) for r6 0.
As we consider problem (1.1) in L2(R) or Hr(R) with respect to variable t, we extend u(x; ·);
g(·) := u(1; ·); f(·) := u(0; ·) and other functions appearing in the paper be zero for t ¡ 0. As a
solution of problem (1.1) we understand a function u(x; t) satisfying (1.1) in the classical sense; and
for every -xed x∈ [0;∞), the functions u(x; ·); ux(x; ·) belong to L2(R). Hence f(·) = u(0; ·) and
g(·) = u(1; ·) belong to L2(R).
Now we are ready to examine the sideways heat equation (1.1) in frequency space. Let u(x; t) be
the solution of problem (1.1), then the Fourier transform uˆ(x; 	) of u(x; t) about variable t satis-es
[4,7,8]
i	uˆ(x; 	) = uˆ xx(x; 	); 	∈R;
uˆ(1; 	) = gˆ(	); uˆ|x→∞ is bounded: (1.2)
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The solution of problem (1.2) is [2]
uˆ(x; 	) = e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	); (1.3)
where
√
i	 is the principal square root of i	, and
fˆ(	) = e
√
i	gˆ(	); (1.4)
uˆ x(x; 	) =−
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	); (1.5)
|e
√
i	(1−x)|2 = e(1−x)
√
2|	|; x¿ 0; (1.6)
the solution u(x; t) of problem (1.1) and the corresponding heat #ux distribution ux(x; t) can be
expressed, respectively, by
u(x; t) =
1√
2

∫ ∞
−∞
e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	)ei	t d	 (1.7)
and
ux(x; t) =
1√
2

∫ ∞
−∞
−
√
i	 e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	)ei	t d	: (1.8)
Since the principal value of
√
i	 has a positive real part and uˆ(x; 	); uˆ x(x; 	) are in L2(R), so from
(1.3) and (1.5) we know that gˆ(	), which is the Fourier transform of exact data function, must
decay rapidly as 	 → ∞. Small errors in high-frequency components can blow up and completely
destroy the solution for 06 x¡ 1. As measured data gm(t), its Fourier transform gˆm(	) is merely
in L2(R). The Meyer wavelet has a very good local property in frequency domain [8], and it will
be applied to formulate a regularized solution in next sections, which is convergent to the exact one
when the data error tends to zero.
2. Properties of Meyer wavelets and auxiliary results
Let ’ be the Meyer scaling function de-ned by its Fourier transform [8]
’ˆ(	) =

(2
)−1=2; |	|6 23
;
(2
)−1=2 cos [
2(
3
4
 |	| − 1)]; 23
6 |	|6 43
;
0; otherwise;
(2.1)
where  is a Ck function (06 k6∞) with
(x) =
{
0; x6 0;
1; x¿ 1
and (x) + (1− x) = 1. Then ’ˆ is a Ck function and the corresponding wavelet  is given by
 ˆ (	) =

(2
)−1=2ei	=2 sin [
2(
3
2
 |	| − 1)]; 23
6 |	|6 43
;
(2
)−1=2ei	=2 cos [
2(
3
4
 |	| − 1)]; 43
6 |	|6 83
;
0; otherwise
(2.2)
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and the supports of ’ˆ and  ˆ are
Supp ’ˆ= [− 43
; 43
];
Supp  ˆ = [− 83
; − 23
] ∪ [ 23
; 83
]:
From [3], we see that the functions
 jk(t) := 2j=2 (2jt − k); j; k ∈Z
constitute an orthonormal basis of L2(R). It is easy to see that
 ˆ jk(	) = 2−j=2 e−ik2
−j	 ˆ (2−j	);
so
Supp  ˆ jk = [− 83
2j;− 23
2j] ∪ [ 23
2j; 83
2j]; k ∈Z: (2.3)
The multiresolution analysis (MRA) {Vj}j∈Z of Meyer wavelet is generated by
Vj = {’jk : k ∈Z}; ’jk(t) = 2j=2’(2jt − k); j; k ∈Z
and
Supp ’ˆjk = [− 43
2j; 43
2j]; k ∈Z: (2.4)
The orthogonal projection of a function f on the space VJ is given by
PJf :=
∑
k∈Z
(f;’Jk)’Jk ; f∈L2(R);
while
QJf :=
∑
k∈Z
(f;  Jk) Jk ; f∈L2(R)
denotes the orthogonal projection on the wavelet space WJ with VJ+1 = VJ ⊕WJ . It is easy to see
by (2.4) that
P̂Jf(	) = 0 for |	|¿ 43
2J (2.5)
and for j¿J it follows from (2.3) that
Q̂jf(	) = 0 for |	|¡ 43
2J : (2.6)
Since
(I − PJ )f =
∑
j¿J
Qjf
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and from (2.6) we have
((I − PJ )f) (ˆ	) = Q̂Jf(	); for |	|¡ 43
2J : (2.7)
The following inequality for diPerential operators Dk , k ∈N is known [6]:
Lemma 2.1. Let {Vj}j∈Z be Meyer’s MRA and Dk = dk =dtk be di2erential operators. Suppose
J ∈N; r ∈R, then for all f∈VJ we have
‖Dkf‖Hr6C2(J−1)k‖f‖Hr ; k ∈N; (2.8)
where C is a positive constant.
De-ne an operator Tx : g(t) → ux(x; t) by (1.5), i.e.
Txg= ux(x; t)
or
T̂xg=−
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	) (2.9)
we have
Lemma 2.2. Let {Vj}j∈Z be Meyer’s MRA and suppose J ∈N and r ∈R; 06 x6 1. Then for all
g∈VJ we have
‖Txg‖Hr6C2J−1 exp(2(J−1)=2(1− x))‖g‖Hr : (2.10)
Proof. It is easy to show that
|e(1−x)
√
|	|=2|6 2
√
2| cosh
√
i	(1− x)| (2.11)
and
‖Txg‖Hr =
[∫ ∞
−∞
|T̂xg|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
]1=2
6
(∫
|	|61
|
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
+
(∫
|	|¿1
|
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
:= I1 + I2
and
I16
(∫
|	|61
|
√
|	|e(1−x)
√
|	|=2gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
6 e
√
1=2(1−x)‖g‖Hr : (2.12)
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For convenience we will denote diPerent constants appearing in the following proof by the same C.
By Lemma 2.1, formulas (2.11), (1.6) and H4older inequality, for integrate I2 we have
I26
(∫
|	|¿1
|
√
i	e(1−x)
√
|	|=2gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
6C
(∫
|	|¿1
|(i	) cosh (
√
i	(1− x))gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
= C
∫
|	|¿1
∣∣∣∣∣i	
∞∑
k=0
(1− x)2k
(2k)!
(i	)k gˆ(	)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(1 + |	|2)r d	
1=2
6C
∞∑
k=0
(1− x)2k
(2k)!
(∫
|	|¿1
|(i	)k+1gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
6C
∞∑
k=0
(1− x)2k
(2k)!
‖Dk+1g‖Hr6C
∞∑
k=0
(1− x)2k
(2k)!
2(J−1)(k+1)‖g‖Hr
= C2J−1 cosh (2(J−1)=2(1− x))‖g‖Hr6C2J−1 exp{2(J−1)=2(1− x)}‖g‖Hr : (2.13)
Combining (2.12) with (2.13) we obtain
‖Txg‖Hr6 e
√
1=2(1−x)‖g‖Hr + C2J−1 exp{2(J−1)=2(1− x)}‖g‖Hr for g∈VJ
because J ∈N and J¿ 1
e
√
1=2(1−x)6 2J−1 exp{2(J−1)=2(1− x)};
so
‖Txg‖Hr6C2J−1 exp{2(J−1)=2(1− x)}‖g‖Hr ; g∈VJ ; J ∈N:
3. Wavelet regularization and error estimate in Hr(R)
Now we suppose that the function g(·) is exact data and gm(·) is measured one with
‖g− gm‖Hr6  for some r6 0: (3.1)
Since gm belongs, in general, to L2(R), r should not be positive. We will give an approximation
of exact heat #ux ux(x; ·) for 0¡x6 1. For that we assume f(t) := u(0; t) belongs to Hs(R) for
some s¿ r and
‖f‖Hs6M: (3.2)
Let the operator Tx;J := TxPJ , where Tx is de-ned by (2.9), we can show that it approximates to Tx
in a stable way for an appropriate choice of J ∈N depending on  and M . Our main result is
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the solution of problem (1.1) in x= 0 exist and conditions (3.1) (3.2)
hold for some r6min{0; s}, then the problem of calculating Tx;J gm for every 7xed J ∈N is stable.
Furthermore, with
J ∗ :=
log2
2(ln(M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)))2 ; (3.3)
where [a] with square bracket denotes the largest integer less than or equal to a∈R, the following
stability estimate holds:
‖Txg− Tx;J∗gm‖Hr6
C ′ 1x
(
ln
M
 
)2x(s−r)( 1
lnM + ln (ln
M
 )
−2(s−r)
)2(s−r)
+C ′′
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)(1−x)(
1 +
ln M 
ln M + ln (ln
M
 )
−2(s−r)
)2(s−r)
×
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2M 1−x x; (3.4)
where C ′; C ′′ are two positive constants.
Proof.
‖Txg− Tx;J gm‖Hr6 ‖Txg− Tx;J g‖Hr + ‖Tx;J g− Tx;J gm‖Hr : (3.5)
From Lemma 2.2 we can see that the second term of the right-hand side of (3.5) satis-es
‖Tx;J g− Tx;J gm‖Hr = ‖TxPJ (g− gm)‖Hr6C2J−1 exp {2(J−1)=2(1− x)} : (3.6)
For the -rst term of the right-hand side of (3.5), from (2.9) (2.5) we have
‖Tx g− Tx;J g‖Hr = ‖Tx(I − PJ )g‖Hr
=
(∫ ∞
−∞
| −
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)((I − PJ )g) (ˆ	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
6
(∫
|	|¿ 43
2J
|
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
+
(∫
|	|¡ 43
2J
|
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)((I − PJ )g) (ˆ	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
:= I3 + I4:
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For the integrate I3, from (1.4) it can be estimated by
I3 =
(∫
|	|¿ 43
2J
|
√
i	 e−x
√
i	fˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
6 sup
|	|¿ 43
2J
∣∣∣∣√|	| e−x√|	|=2 1(1 + |	|2)(s−r)=2
∣∣∣∣
(∫
|	|¿ 43
2J
|fˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)s d	
)1=2
6 sup
|	|¿ 43
2J
(
2√
2− 1
1
x
(√
2− 1√
2
√
|	|
2
xe−((
√
2−1)=√2) x
√
|	|=2
)
e−(x=
√
2)
√
|	|=2 1
(1 + |	|2)(s−r)=2
)
×
(∫
|	|¿ 43
2J
|fˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)s d	
)1=2
;
note that
√
2− 1√
2
√
|	|
2
xe−((
√
2−1)=√2) x
√
|	|=26
1
e
;
we have
I36
2√
2− 1
1
x
1
e
sup
|	|¿ 43
2J
(
e−x=
√
2
√
|	|=2 1
|	|s−r
)
‖f‖Hs
6C
1
x
e−(x=
√
2)
√
(2=3)
2J 1
(43
2
J )s−r
‖f‖Hs
6C
1
x
e−x2
J=2
2−J (s−r)‖f‖Hs : (3.7)
For the integrate I4, by (2.7), (2.10), Lemma 2.2 and QJg∈WJ ⊂ VJ+1 we have
I4 =
(∫
|	|¡ 43
2J
|
√
i	e
√
i	(1−x)Q̂J g(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
6 ‖TxQJg‖Hr6C2J exp {2J=2(1− x)}‖QJg‖Hr :
Let #J be the characteristic function of interval [− 23
2J ; 23
2J ], we introduce the operator MJ de-ned
by the following equation:
M̂J g= (1− #J )gˆ:
Note that g∈L2(R), Parseval formula and (2.3) we know
QJg=
∑
k∈Z
(g;  Jk) Jk =
∑
k∈Z
(gˆ;  ˆ Jk) Jk =
∑
k∈Z
((1− #J )gˆ;  ˆ Jk) Jk =
∑
k∈Z
(MJg;  Jk) Jk = QJMJg:
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So from (1.4) we know
‖QJ g‖Hr = ‖QJMJg‖Hr6 ‖MJg‖Hr =
(∫
|	|¿ 23
2J
|gˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
=
(∫
|	|¿ 23
2J
|e−
√
i	fˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)r d	
)1=2
=
(∫
|	|¿ 23
2J
∣∣∣∣e−√i	 1(1 + |	|2)(s−r)=2
∣∣∣∣ |fˆ(	)|2(1 + |	|2)s d	
)1=2
6 sup
|	|¿ 23
2J
e−
√
|	|=2
|	|s−r ‖f‖Hs = e
−
√
(
=3)2J 1
| 23
2J |s−r
‖f‖Hs6 2−J (s−r) exp{−2J=2}‖f‖Hs :
Therefore,
I46C2J2−J (s−r) exp(−x2J=2)‖f‖Hs : (3.8)
Together with (3.6) we get
‖Txg− Tx;J g‖Hr6C1 1x e
−x2J=2 2−J (s−r)‖f‖Hs + C22J2−J (s−r) exp{−x2J=2}‖f‖Hs
6C
(
1
x
+ 2J
)
exp{−x2J=2}2−J (s−r)‖f‖Hs : (3.9)
Combining (3.9) with (3.6) we have
‖Tx g− Tx;J gm‖Hr6C32J−1 exp{2(J−1)=2(1− x)} 
+C4
(
1
x
+ 2J
)
exp {−x2J=2}2−J (s−r)‖f‖Hs : (3.10)
We can obtain a stable estimate by using (3.10). For that we choose J ∗ as in (3.3), Note that
log2
2(ln(M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)))2= 1 + log2
(
ln
(
M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)))2
;
we know(
ln
(
M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)))2
6 2J
∗
6 2
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2
;
exp {2(J∗−1)=2(1− x)} 6 exp
{
(1− x) ln
(
M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))}
 
=
(
M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))1−x
 =
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)(1−x)
M 1−x x;
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exp{−x2J∗=2}‖f‖Hs6 exp
{
−x ln
(
M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))}
‖f‖Hs
=
(
M
 
)−x (
ln
M
 
)2x(s−r)
‖f‖Hs =
(
ln
M
 
)2x(s−r)
M 1−x x;
2−J
∗(s−r)6
(
ln
(
M
 
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)))−2(s−r)
=
(
1
ln M + ln (ln
M
 )
−2(s−r)
)2(s−r)
:
Summarizing the above estimates we get the -nal estimate
‖Txg− Tx;J∗gm‖Hr6C3
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)(1−x)
M 1−x x
+C4
1
x
+ 2
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(ln M
 
)2x(s−r)
×
(
1
ln M + ln (ln
M
 )
−2(s−r)
)2(s−r)
M 1−x x
6
C ′ 1x
(
ln
M
 
)2x(s−r)( 1
ln M + ln (ln
M
 )
−2(s−r)
)2(s−r)
+C ′′
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)(1−x)(
1 +
ln M 
ln M + ln (ln
M
 )
−2(s−r)
)2(s−r)
×
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2M 1−x x; 0¡x6 1:
The proof is completed.
It is easy to see that for 0¡x6 1; ‖Tx−Tx;J∗gm‖ → 0 when  → 0+. Take s= r=0, from (3.4)
we can obtain a stable estimate in L2(R) sense:
Corollary 3.1. The following estimate in L2(R) holds:
‖Txg− Tx;J∗gm‖L2(R)6
(
C ′
1
x
+ C ′′
(
ln
M
 
)2)
M 1−x x; 0¡x6 1: (3.11)
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Remark 3.1. In [2], the author has constructed a regularization approximation solution h(x; t) of
problem (1.1) by using Tikhonov–Miller method, and obtained an estimate for heat #ux in L2(R)
‖hx(x; ·)− ux(x; ·)‖L2(R)6 2
√
2%M 1−x x; 0¡x6 1; (3.12)
where %=max{2=x; log(√(4− x)=x=!)}; != =M . Obviously, The accuracy of estimates (3.11) and
(3.12) are alike. In the following section we can -nd the advantage of our method.
4. An improvement
As we see from estimates (3.4), (3.11) and from the above estimate (3.12) in [2], when x → 0+
the accuracy of the three regularized solutions become all progressively lower. At x = 0, the error
estimates all become singular. These results seem not to be improved in the L2(R) sense. But by
using Sobolev space Hr(R) we can obtain a better estimate near x = 0. Infact, if an additional
condition s− r¿ 12 is added, then another estimate for integrate I3 in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can
be obtained, i.e.
I3 =
(∫
|	|¿ 43
2J
∣∣∣√i	e−x√i	fˆ(	)∣∣∣2 (1 + |	|2)r d	)1=26 sup
|	|¿ 43
2J
∣∣∣∣e−x√|	|=2 1|	|s−r−1=2
∣∣∣∣ ‖f‖Hs
6 e−x
√
(2=3)
2J 1
(43
2
J )s−r−1=2
‖f‖Hs6C52−J (s−r−1=2) exp {−x2J=2}‖f‖Hs :
Together with (3.8) we have
‖Txg− Tx;J g‖Hr6C52−J (s−r−1=2) exp {−x2J=2}‖f‖Hs + C2J2−J (s−r) exp {−x2J=2}‖f‖Hs
6C72J2−J (s−r) exp {−x2J=2}‖f‖Hs : (4.1)
Combining (4.1) with (3.6) we obtain
‖Txg− Tx;J gm‖Hr6C62J−1 exp {2(J−1)=2(1− x)} + C72J2−J (s−r) exp {−x2J=2}‖f‖Hs : (4.2)
We still choose J ∗ satisfying (3.3) then we have
‖Txg− Tx;J∗gm‖Hr6C6
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)(1−x)
M 1−x x
+2C7
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(1−(s−r))(
ln
M
 
)2x(s−r)
M 1−x x: (4.3)
From estimate (4.3) we know for 0¡x6 1; ‖Txg − Tx;J∗gm‖Hr tends to zero when  → 0+. At
x = 0, estimate (4.3) becomes
‖T0g− T0; J∗gm‖Hr = ‖f − T0; J∗gm‖Hr
6C6
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)
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+2C7
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(1−(s−r))
M
6C6
((
ln
M
 
)1−(s−r)
+
(
ln
M
 
)−(s−r)
ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2
M
+2C7
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(1−(s−r))
M: (4.4)
If 1− (s− r)¡ 0, i.e. s− r ¿ 1, then
‖f − T0; J∗gm‖Hr → 0 when  → 0+:
Summarizing the above we have
Theorem 4.1. Let s− r¿ 12 and choose J ∗ satisfying (3.3) then for 0¡x6 1 we have the stable
estimate
‖Txg− Tx;J∗gm‖Hr6C

(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r)(1−x)
+
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(1−(s−r))(
ln
M
 
)2x(s−r)M 1−x x: (4.5)
At x = 0, let s− r ¿ 1 and choose J ∗ still satisfying (3.3), we have another stable estimate
‖f − T0; J∗gm‖Hr6C

((
ln
M
 
)1−(s−r)
+
(
ln
M
 
)−(s−r)
ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2
+
(
ln
M
 
+ ln
(
ln
M
 
)−2(s−r))2(1−(s−r))M; (4.6)
where C is a positive constant.
Remark 4.1. Taking r = 0 in (4.5) and (4.6) we can obtain L2-estimates for 0¡x6 1 and x = 0,
respectively. But by the Sobolev imbedding theory, the function f(t) should belong to C(R) in
(4.5) and C1(R) in (4.6).
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